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YR Requirements for PID in backward direction

1.1 The need for a PID detector in the backward region

Particle identification in the backward region enables the study of a broad range of diverse
physics topics. It is important for both the identification of the scattered electron as well
as the hadronic final state.

As sketched in Fig. 1.1, hadrons in the backward region generally originate from collisions
probing low x, with Q

2 held constant, or higher Q
2 at fixed x. The pfRICH covers the

backward region of �3.5  ⌘  �1.5, which is the smallest ⌘ region accessible within
the central detector. This phase space is of great interest for studies in both e+p and
e+A collisions. In e+A collisions this is the kinematic region where the onset of gluon
saturation is expected. Saturation generally describes novel QCD phenomena originating
from the overlap of the gluon wavefunctions, which is thought to happen at low x where
gluon densities are high. Saturation e↵ects are thought to be enhanced in e+A collisions
by a factor A1/3. This is also a range that has never been explored by polarized e+p
experiments before.

For semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS) measurements in particular, particle identification is
essential. As an important example, the determination of the polarized sea quark distri-
butions requires measurements of identified kaons in the backward region. This, and other
channels, are described in more detail in the EIC Yellow Report [1].
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of EIC detector hemispheres showing the distribution of
the scattered lepton and hadrons for di↵erent x�Q

2 regions over the detector polar angle
coverage.

Studies of physics requirements in the Yellow Report define the particle identification
(PID) requirements in the backwards region. Driven mostly by SIDIS measurements, the
requirements in the pseudorapidity range �3.5  ⌘  �1.5 demand 3� separation or bet-
ter of ⇡/K/p for momenta p < 7 GeV/c . In this context, it is also useful to look at
Fig. 1.2 which shows the momentum distributions of the most abundant particles for di↵er-
ent pseudo-rapidity bins in the backward region for beams of 5 GeV electrons on 41 GeV
protons and 18 GeV electrons on 275 GeV protons. This illustrates that the loss of PID
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Backwards PID Requirements

3/20/2023 ePIC Backwards PID Review 5

Extracted from EICUG Yellow Report 
Table 8.20 (PWG Requirements)

Yellow report requirement: 3 sigma pion/K separation up to 7 GeV/c
ePIC new requirement: provide ~20 ps timing reference for ePIC ToF detectors
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The Devil is in the details
๏ Tolerable material budget (Living in Harmony With Neighbors)

๏ Large acceptance

๏ Uniform performance 

๏ Reconstruct scattered electrons  

๏ High electron purity down to low p 

๏ Magnetic Field Susceptibility 

๏ Cooling 

๏ Support structure 

๏ Long term stability 

๏ Cost 

๏ Rate Capability

๏ Radiation Hardness

๏ Mechanical stability

 ………………….…… And what not
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pfRICH in general
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choices follow.
A generic proximity focusing RICH detector is based on a very simple set of principles,

illustrated in Fig. 1.3. A charged particle passing through a thin layer of radiator (often
aerogel with an appropriate refractive index) with a velocity higher than the speed of light
in this medium emits Cherenkov light (photons) at an angle which is solely determined by
the particle mass, momentum, and refractive index of the radiator. The 3D momentum of
the particle is typically provided by a tracking system. If the average refractive index of the
radiator is also known, measurements of the Cherenkov light emission angle can determine
the particle mass, thus allowing identification of particle species with di↵erent masses, e.g.
distinguishing electrons, pions, kaons, and protons.

Figure 1.3: A schematic setup of a typical
proximity focusing RICH. See the text for
more details.

In order to measure the emission angle, a pix-
elated photosensor matrix is installed at a certain
distance (a proximity gap) from the radiator. The
single photon 3D detection point on this matrix and
a known (up to the radiator thickness) 3D emission
point where the particle crossed the radiator volume
provides a 3D vector in space. The relative angle of
this vector with respect to the known (from track-
ing) particle direction at the location of the emis-
sion point is the measured single Cherenkov photon
emission angle. Averaging all photons emission an-
gles associated with a track provides the track-level
quantity for particle identification.

Apart from the tracker angular (and to a lesser extent momentum) resolution, the ac-
curacy of this particle identification procedure is mostly determined by the length of the
expansion volume, the photon emission point for a given finite radiator thickness, spatial
resolution of the pixelated sensor matrix, the wavelength dependency of the medium re-
fractive index, and the number of radiated Cherenkov photons. The intrinsic uncertainties
associated with these features result in the uncertainty of the Cherenkov photon emission
angle, which propagates to the single photon angular resolution. Therefore, as a rule of
thumb, a good proximity focusing RICH should have: (1) a large proximity gap, (2) a thin
radiator, (3) high spatial resolution in the photosensor matrix, (4) a weak n(�) dependency
in the photosensor e↵ective quantum e�ciency (QE) range, and (5) a su�cient number of
detected photons per track.

The layout of the proposed ePIC pfRICH detector is shown in Fig. 1.4. It consists of
a 1.3 m diameter and ⇠54 cm long cylindrical vessel with the upstream, inner, and outer
walls made from a lightweight honeycomb carbon fiber sandwich and a rear plate machined
from a single piece of a 1/2” thick aluminum alloy. Additionally, forty-two 2.5 cm thick
aerogel tiles of a trapezoidal shape are installed in individual opaque compartments in a
container mounted on the upstream side of the vessel. A thin acrylic filter is installed
immediately after the aerogel container. More details are given in Sec. 2.2. The vessel
is continually flushed with dry purified nitrogen. Sixty eight HRPPD photosensors are
installed in individual slots in the rear aluminum mounting plate with their quartz windows
facing the aerogel. Inner and outer conical mirrors cover the cylindrical sides of the vessel
in order to increase the ⌘ acceptance of the Cherenkov photons produced in the aerogel
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Particle Identification (PID) ~ Velocity 

p = m   E = m  velocity( ) measurement yields γβ γ β

Direct measurement:   
➡Record signal time at multiple locations, calculate 
v. 

➡“Fast” detector = low transit time spread  
(most easily achieved at small transit time) 

Velocity-dependent interaction(s) with 
detector: 

❖ Specific Ionization ( ) 

❖ Cherenkov Radiation:  

      measured wrt. track direction. 

dE
dx

cosθc = 1/nβ
θc

PID ~ Velocity
X p = mgb E = mg   velocity(b) measurement yields mass.

X Direct measurement:

X Record signal time at multiple locations, calculate v.

X “Fast” detector = low transit time spread 
(most easily achieved at small transit time)

X Velocity-dependent interaction(s) with detector:

X Specific Ionization (aka 𝑑
𝑑

)

X Cherenkov Radiation:  cos 𝜃 = 1
𝑛𝛽

X C measured wrt track direction.

X Thus dependent upon deliverables from tracking

X Bremsstrahlung:  𝑃 = 𝛾
𝑐
�̇�2 +

𝛽 �̇�

1 𝛽

X Transition Radiation: 𝐼 = 𝑒 𝛾
3𝑐

eID mechanisms

TOF covered well in prior presentations, not repeated here
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Transition Radiation and Bremsstrahlung:eID mechanisms From Tom’s talk yesterday

๏  Large proximity gap


๏  Thin aerogel radiator  


๏  High enough spatial resolution in the photosensor matrix 


๏  Weak n(λ) dependency in the photosensor effective  
quantum efficiency (QE) range 


๏  Sufficient number of detected photons per track 
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ePIC pfRICH:

q A classical proximity focusing RICH
q Pseudorapidity coverage:  -3.5 < h < -1.5
q Uniform performance in the whole {h,f} range
q p/K separation: above 3s up to ~ 9.0 GeV/c
q t0 reference with a ~100% geometric efficiency

pfRICH: Overview and input information 

Alexander Kiselev (BNL)
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IP

e-

aerogel container 
acrylic filter 
inner conical mirror 

outer conical mirror 

sensor plane 

vessel 

64
3 

m
m542 mm ØAerogel

Ø Three radial bands
Ø Opaque dividers
Ø 2.5 cm thick, 42 tiles total

ØVessel
Ø Honeycomb carbon fiber sandwich
Ø Filled with nitrogen

ØHRPPD photosensors
Ø 120 mm size
Ø Tiled with a 1.5mm gap
Ø 68 sensors total

1187 mm

pfRICH Detector Layout

6

More details by talk on 
Design & Integration

pfRICH Detector Layout for ePIC
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Choice of aerogel 
Ø HRPPD PDE is expected to be substantially 

smaller than of the SiPMs
• And peak value shifted to the UV range, where it 

cannot be used for ring imaging

SiPM used for 
ATHENA simulations

Belle II HAPD

LAPPD #126

Ring imaging

Ø Therefore working with <n> ~ 1.020 does not 
look feasible (<Npe> too small)

Ø Consider using n ~ 1.040 … 1.050
• 300 nm acrylic filter cutoff for imaging 
• <Npe> ~ 11-12

• For ToF still make use of the UV range for 
abundant Cherenkov light produced in the window

• Natural choice for simulations: Belle II n ~ 1.045
• Natural hardware reference: Chiba University 

aerogel recently produced for J-PARC (n = 1.040)

7

More details by talk on 
Design & Integration

Aerogel Selection
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Angular acceptance optimization
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ØUse side wall mirrors to increase h acceptance
Ø Achieve -3.5 < h < -1.5 coverage 
Ø Make mirrors conical to avoid inefficiency on the sensor plane
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Mirrors to improve  
acceptanceAngular acceptance optimization

ØUse side wall mirrors to increase h acceptance
Ø Achieve -3.5 < h < -1.5 coverage 
Ø Make mirrors conical to avoid inefficiency on the sensor plane
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Angular acceptance optimization

ØUse side wall mirrors to increase h acceptance
Ø Achieve -3.5 < h < -1.5 coverage 
Ø Make mirrors conical to avoid inefficiency on the sensor plane
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Next talk on  
PhotoSensors
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upstream end will be approximately 62 cm and taper down to 57 cm on the downstream
end. Azimuthal segmentation of this mirror (three to six sectors) will be determined at a
later stage, based on the manufacturer feedback.

Detector Installation

The pfRICH detector installation is highly dependent on the surrounding systems. Initially,
it was thought that the pfRICH needed to be split apart and installed in halves. One of
the driving factors behind this thought process was that the detector needed to clear the
downstream beam pipe flange and be of the smallest installed diameter (to get the best
acceptance towards the beam pipe) when in its installed position. However, the added
complexity of splitting the detector in half would mean that there would be compromises
elsewhere in the detector. The loss of acceptance near the beam pipe is anyway partially
recovered by the inner mirror.

Therefore, after discussions with the EIC lead integration engineer, it was determined
that the detector could have the beam pipe flange shape (with an additional 5 mm of
clearance all the way around) cut straight through the pfRICH assembly. This way, the
entire detector can be fully assembled and instrumented before being inserted into place.

Since the downstream EEMCAL has to be taken out as a whole piece, this means that
the only way any maintenance can be done on the pfRICH is while the detector is rolled
out into the assembly hall. Therefore, a similar fixturing system and rails to what is used
to remove/install the EEMCAL can also be used to reach in and remove the entire pfRICH.

Figure 2.4: pfRICH assembly procedure. See the text for further details.

14

10

Vessel Design and Assembly
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Simulated Performance

11
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Performance of Separation Power
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Executive Summary

We present the conceptual design of a proximity-focusing Ring Imaging CHerenkov (pfRICH)
detector designed to provide the needed particle identification capabilities in the backward
(electron-going direction) region of the ePIC detector. The pfRICH consists of a tiled aerogel
radiator with an average refractive index of hni ⇠ 1.045, separated from an array of photo-
sensors by a proximity gap of approximately 45 cm. The detector vessel has a cylindrical
shape, coaxial to the electron beam line with the aerogel tiles located upstream (towards
the vertex) of the vessel and the photosensors on the downstream side. The photosensors
cover the full potential detector acceptance, which spans the pseudorapidity range of ap-
proximately �3.5  ⌘  �1.5. The proposed photosensors are large-size (10 cm ⇥ 10 cm
active area) Micro-Channel Plate Photomultiplier Tubes, also known as High Rate Picosec-
ond Photon Detectors (HRPPDs), manufactured by Incom∗. HRPPDs are characterized by
fine time resolution, better than ⇠50 ps for single photon detection. In addition to e/⇡ and
⇡/K/p identification based on ring imaging, this feature will allow the pfRICH to provide
a time-of-flight (ToF) measurement of ⇠20 ps or better by combining information from the
single photon hits associated with the aerogel rings and multi-photon clusters produced by
charged particles traveling through the fused silica windows of the photosensors. This will
not only add low-pT PID of hadrons and electrons to the backwards region, but will also
provide a time reference (t0) for the barrel and forward endcap ToF detectors.

The expected pfRICH momentum range for hadron identification and electron-hadron
separation is given in Table 1. The identification range is defined as the momenta for which
the signals expected from the competing particle species are separated by at least 3 times
the track-level Cherenkov angle resolution (3� separation). Positive kaon identification
momentum range based on ring imaging with the aerogel radiator is quoted. The lower limit
will be substantially improved once ToF information is fully accounted for to distinguish
between the low momentum kaons and protons. This performance matches the physics
requirements outlined in “Science Requirements and Detector Concepts for the Electron-
Ion Collider: EIC Yellow Report (2022)” [1].

Table 1: Expected pfRICH momentum reach.

competing particle species separation range (GeV/c)
e vs ⇡/K/p ⇠0.2 ÷ ⇠2.5
K vs ⇡/p ⇠ 2.0 ÷ ⇠9.0

∗Incom, Inc., 294 Southbridge Rd, Charlton, MA 01507, USA
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Figure 4.7: Single photo electron resolutions, number of detected photons and ring resolu-
tions for kaon samples

the theoretical expectations for a given mass hypothesis. It is seen that the reconstructed
angles and theoretical expectations are in good agreement, confirming that the event based
reconstruction is performing well. This plot also shows that the Cherenkov saturation angle
is approximately 295 mrad and that 3� electron-pion separation can be expected up to
a momentum of 3 GeV/c, while 3� pion-kaon separation can extend to a momentum of
9 GeV/c. These distributions can be linearized by plotting the square of the Cherenkov
angle as a function of the inverse squared momentum as in Fig. 4.8b. The slope values
of the linear distributions are dictated by the particle squared masses and the intercepts
are dictated by the squared Cherenkov saturation angle, that is 2(n � 1), where n is the
refractive index of the medium.
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Figure 4.6: Number of photons and acceptance

scales with the number of detected photons (Fig. 4.7b). Full consistency between the track
level ring resolution, SPE resolution and the number of detected photons is observed.

4.2.4 Reconstructed Cherenkov angle

The algorithm for event based reconstruction of the Cherenkov angles was validated using
multi-particle simulations. The reconstructed Cherenkov angle (in units of mrad) as a
function of particle momentum (in units of GeV/c) is shown in Fig. 4.8a and compared to

37

Number of photons detected for 7 GeV/c pion at -2.0 
pseudo-rapidity 

pfRICH acceptance as a function of pseudo-rapidity. Apart 
from the acceptance boundary areas, a constant value greater  

than 95% is achieved. 

4.2 pfRICH performance and validation

Thorough pfRICH performance studies have been carried out for the validation of our
detector geometry and software. These studies used both single particle events generated
using a particle gun to study the consistency of the simulation data as well as multiple
particle events to test the robustness of the reconstruction algorithm.

4.2.1 Consistency checks using event display

The first step of the simulation evaluation was to verify the geometric features from the
event display and to validate the reconstruction algorithm in extreme cases. Particles
entering the pfRICH at extreme angles generate photons that will be reflected back by the
outer mirror, substantially distorting the resulting ring shape (see Figs. 4.4a and 4.4c for
comparison). Despite this di�culty, the reconstruction algorithm was able to accurately
reconstruct the ring angle. This algorithm uses an inverse ray tracing method [22], which
is able to handle both direct and reflected photons, and compute single photon Cherenkov
angles from the detected position of a single photo-electron (SPE). These simulation studies
have also demonstrated that the reconstruction algorithm produces a consistent Cherenkov
angle estimate independent of the primary charged particle pseudorapidity (see figure 4.4b
and 4.4d for comparison). A substantial variation in SPE Cherenkov angle resolution,
clearly seen in Fig. 4.5 (left), is caused by the fact that at large polar scattering angles of
a primary charged particle, the emission point uncertainty strongly depends on whether a
photon was emitted in the direction of the beam pipe or towards the outer circumference
of the detector.

4.2.2 Number of detected photons

First principles estimations indicate that a saturated particle should produce roughly 11-12
detected photo-electrons. This number takes into account a realistic sensor surface quantum
e�ciency, as measured by Incom [8], and a conservative safety factor of 0.7. In figure 4.6a,
it is seen that the mean of the Possionian is around 11.6, which is in good agreement with
the expectation. In the same figure, a spike for track with no detected photons can be seen.
This e↵ect becomes important when near the geometric boundary.

The simulation showed that for saturated pions, the number of detected photo-electrons
drops sharply for particles impinging on the aerogel with pseudorapidity above -1.5 and
below -3.5, providing a hint of the working acceptance limits. The simulation accounts for
a finite primary vertex distribution width of � ⇠ 10 cm along the beam line at the IP,
meaning the acceptance for charged particles will be smeared around the otherwise sharp
boundaries. There is also a loss of photons due to a blind spot on the inner mirror. In
order to estimate an average working acceptance, the acceptance for saturated particles is
defined using the following equation:

acceptance =
Ntrack(Npe) > 0

Ntrack
, (4.1)

where Ntrack is the total number of tracks and Ntrack(Npe) > 0 is the number of tracks with
at least one produced photon. We have assumed that the Poisson probability to obtain

35

Acceptance and Number of detected photons 

(finite primary vertex distribution width of σ ∼ 10 cm along the beam line at the IP) 
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K detection efficiency and pion rejection close to saturation angles 

close to 100%, with a PRF less than 10. However, a cut around 289 mrad would provide
95% KDE with PRF larger than 200. Reducing the cut to even lower values (black line in
left panel of 4.10) allows one to reach a PRF close to 103, but at a cost of losing 30% of
kaons. In physics analyses (discussed in chapter 5), one can therefore improve kaon purity
by applying stricter cuts on the reconstructed Cherenkov angle on an event by event basis,
as long as the kaon sample is large enough to tolerate a significant fractional loss.
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Figure 4.10: Variation of pion rejection factor(PRF) as function of kaon detection e�ciency
(KDE),is obtained(right panel) varying the Cherenkov theta from 287.7 mrad to 291.9 mrad
of the Cherenkov angle distribution (left panel), obtained from 5000 events composed of a
pion and a kaon in the same event.

4.2.6 Number of sigma separation

A conventional measure of a RICH detector’s performance is the so-called sigma separation
count between two mass hypotheses. The process requires precise determination of the track
level Cherenkov angular resolution of the particles. Single particle events were generated
at di↵erent momenta and pseudorapidities for electron, pion, kaon, and proton hypotheses
and the resulting Cherenkov angle distributions were fit with a Gaussian from which the
mean track level Cherenkov angles and resolutions were extracted. A consitency check has
been performed to validate the extracted resolutions (detailed description given in 4.2.3)

The definition of the number of sigma separation between two hypotheses, for example
the electron and pion hypotheses, is given by Eq. 4.3. Figure 4.11a presents the electron -
pion separation power as a function of particle momentum for three pseudorapidity ranges.
It is seen that the separation power is largely independent of pseudorapidity and that a 3�
electron - pion separation is possible up to ⇠2.5 GeV/c. The statistical uncertainties on the
estimations are negligible. The same approach can be performed for pion - kaon separation
and the resulting N� versus momentum profiles can be seen in Fig. 4.11b. We see that 3�
pion - kaon separation is possible up to ⇠9 GeV/c.
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e-  and /K Separation Powerπ π
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Figure 4.11: N� separation
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(a) N� separation between the electron an pion hypotheses as a function of momentum for di↵erent
bins of pseudo-rapidity.
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(b) N� separation between the pion and kaon hypotheses as a function of momentum for di↵erent
bins of pseudo-rapidity.

4.3 Timing performance

4.3.1 Collision time from vertex position

Time of flight measurements exploit knowledge of the momentum, path length, and transit
time of a particle to determine its mass, and therefore its species. As outlined in Sec. 1.2,
the timing capabilities of the pfRICH photosensors could be used to help determine the start
time, t0, for global ToF measurements, especially when the scattered electron falls within
the pfRICH acceptance. The properties of the electron and proton bunches as they come
into collision allow a complementary method for determining t0 based on the measurement
of the collision vertex position.

The longitudinal size of the electron bunches at the EIC will be much smaller than
that of the proton bunches, 0.9 cm versus 6 cm for 18 GeV and 275 GeV electron and
proton beams, respectively (values for other energies can be found in Table 3.3 of the EIC
Conceptual Design Report [32]). The size discrepancy between the bunches leads to a tight
correlation between the collision time and z position of the collision vertex as seen in the left
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4.3.1 Collision time from vertex position

Time of flight measurements exploit knowledge of the momentum, path length, and transit
time of a particle to determine its mass, and therefore its species. As outlined in Sec. 1.2,
the timing capabilities of the pfRICH photosensors could be used to help determine the start
time, t0, for global ToF measurements, especially when the scattered electron falls within
the pfRICH acceptance. The properties of the electron and proton bunches as they come
into collision allow a complementary method for determining t0 based on the measurement
of the collision vertex position.

The longitudinal size of the electron bunches at the EIC will be much smaller than
that of the proton bunches, 0.9 cm versus 6 cm for 18 GeV and 275 GeV electron and
proton beams, respectively (values for other energies can be found in Table 3.3 of the EIC
Conceptual Design Report [32]). The size discrepancy between the bunches leads to a tight
correlation between the collision time and z position of the collision vertex as seen in the left
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Executive Summary

We present the conceptual design of a proximity-focusing Ring Imaging CHerenkov (pfRICH)
detector designed to provide the needed particle identification capabilities in the backward
(electron-going direction) region of the ePIC detector. The pfRICH consists of a tiled aerogel
radiator with an average refractive index of hni ⇠ 1.045, separated from an array of photo-
sensors by a proximity gap of approximately 45 cm. The detector vessel has a cylindrical
shape, coaxial to the electron beam line with the aerogel tiles located upstream (towards
the vertex) of the vessel and the photosensors on the downstream side. The photosensors
cover the full potential detector acceptance, which spans the pseudorapidity range of ap-
proximately �3.5  ⌘  �1.5. The proposed photosensors are large-size (10 cm ⇥ 10 cm
active area) Micro-Channel Plate Photomultiplier Tubes, also known as High Rate Picosec-
ond Photon Detectors (HRPPDs), manufactured by Incom∗. HRPPDs are characterized by
fine time resolution, better than ⇠50 ps for single photon detection. In addition to e/⇡ and
⇡/K/p identification based on ring imaging, this feature will allow the pfRICH to provide
a time-of-flight (ToF) measurement of ⇠20 ps or better by combining information from the
single photon hits associated with the aerogel rings and multi-photon clusters produced by
charged particles traveling through the fused silica windows of the photosensors. This will
not only add low-pT PID of hadrons and electrons to the backwards region, but will also
provide a time reference (t0) for the barrel and forward endcap ToF detectors.

The expected pfRICH momentum range for hadron identification and electron-hadron
separation is given in Table 1. The identification range is defined as the momenta for which
the signals expected from the competing particle species are separated by at least 3 times
the track-level Cherenkov angle resolution (3� separation). Positive kaon identification
momentum range based on ring imaging with the aerogel radiator is quoted. The lower limit
will be substantially improved once ToF information is fully accounted for to distinguish
between the low momentum kaons and protons. This performance matches the physics
requirements outlined in “Science Requirements and Detector Concepts for the Electron-
Ion Collider: EIC Yellow Report (2022)” [1].

Table 1: Expected pfRICH momentum reach.

competing particle species separation range (GeV/c)
e vs ⇡/K/p ⇠0.2 ÷ ⇠2.5
K vs ⇡/p ⇠ 2.0 ÷ ⇠9.0

∗Incom, Inc., 294 Southbridge Rd, Charlton, MA 01507, USA
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The current version can be found on the ePIC Wiki

 https://wiki.bnl.gov/EPIC/index.php?title=PfRICH_info

A Proximity-Focusing RICH for the ePIC
Experiment

– Conceptual Design Report –
(Draft 1.1)

Lots of details can be found in pfRICH CDR

https://wiki.bnl.gov/EPIC/index.php?title=PfRICH_info
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Complementary vs. Overlap in the context of IP8

๏Dual aerogel configuration


๏HERMES and LHCb like with a combination with focusing mirrors?


๏Use different Photosensor as it suits (MCP-PMT or SiPM …)  


๏Some heavy gases in the expansion volume to have threshold mode

And many more
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Having only one method to cover wide range of p for PID is difficult 

pfRICH has additional 
Cherenkov angle

Time-of-flight 
(low p) 

+ t0

Summary

Of course for IP8, the Magnet and integration will guide the design 

pfRICH as a concept is a well tested detector by other experiments 


